Monday, September 08, 2014

4:15 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
9-8-14 Futuristic iPhone6 is tomorrow, hope the 1984 II
observers make contact so I can buy one, or two!
9-8-14 Futuristic iPhone007x with the new 22nm Intel Xeon
Processor E5-2600 v3 with new instructions. For iApp
Inventors who bought the New Macbook Air + Pro with the
iPhone007x built into their new MacBook Air + Pro with the
new 22nm Intel Xeon Processor E5-2600 v3 with new
instructions for iApps. Searching every New England Journal
of Medicine article, along with 1 Trillion other Medical
Journals and crunching all this we can't wait for Los
Alamos, Berkeley + Sandia Labs to give up crunching the
2015 model nuke one more time, grin.
9-8-14 Futuristic iPhone007x iBeacon iApp can warn you of
the $699 jar of cold cream at Forever Flawless Spa and the
women in Key West who is building a 8th floor Spa on top of
Starbucks building will sell $799 jars of face cream. Dr.
Nancy Snyderman can be a iPhone007x iApp from a MD
women who women will believe when she goes on about $799
jars of face cream, Dr. Nancy Snyderman, did she buy one?
No Telling she is a women!!
9-8-14 Current iPhones already have iBeacon, Apple’s
location-tracking software, and newer models have
fingerprint scanners that can be used for security. Apple’s
Passbook app collects virtual coupons, which is basically a
mobile wallet without the credit card information. Expect to
see some combination of these features in Apple’s mobilepayment system. Starbucks (SBUX) has been accepting
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payment system. Starbucks (SBUX) has been accepting
payments on its mobile app since 2012; now 15 percent of
transactions at Starbucks’s U.S. stores use mobile payments,
and the coffee chain is working on a service that will let
customers order and pay before even getting to the store.
9-8-14 YouTube has 1 Trillion videos of women sucker
punched by "OJ... Rice NFL" 1984 Dictator in charge when the
real OJ hit Nicole would have saved her life if he would have
fired OJ from the NFL. This 1984 George Orwell Dictator has
caused the deaths of millions of women just in the USA, yes
Saudi King has beheaded all the women who drove a
gasoline car to protest, will not all but a few lost their heads
and Snowden-Putin will not leak this!
9-8-14 City of Key West, No, well NYC has 1 Trillion "Red
Light" cameras that can be used as "Moving Traffic
Violations" tickets. No flashing blue lights, Cops watching
you pull out of publix and cut off the bike rider or go over 2
lanes can email you a traffic ticket. Call you on your Dash
Drop Cam in all 2015 Model Cars, a boom for garage owners
installing these. Just a though as its out-of-date to have cop
cars in Publix parking lot or the Motorcycle cops when "Red
Light Cameras" can get 100% of the Traffic Ticket Violations!
Right!
9-8-14 YouTube has 1 Trillion videos of women sucker
punched by "OJ" and suppresses them so "OJ" will not look like
a Dangerous Man... this is a "War Crime by YouTube +
Google" Stupid Criminals both "OJ Rice + Google" The website
TMZ published video Monday that shows Rice and his fiancée
in an elevator, where Rice punched her... The explicit video!
Our Numb Nuts 1984 II George Orwell has Trillions of videos
of women sucker punched, yes at Gas Stations, I will look for
the one of Mary B. when she makes contact... and Hillary has
watched all of them wishing one were Monica... grin. No,
Hillary is psychotic as she has watched and knows about
these trillions of videos of women sucker punched mostly by
"OJ" Clones she helped create in our 1984 II Society were gas
is $4 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is a NYC taxi
driven by women for women only riders!
9-8-14 "Compartmentalization" won Greg a Nobel in
Literature yesterday! WAR propaganda... War on Cancer and
Disease... WAR propaganda! CVS No Cigarettes, Comcast No
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Disease... WAR propaganda! CVS No Cigarettes, Comcast No
Football. Today it's "Comcast Hypothalamus" follow up to CVS
Health! Comcast Hypothalamus can stimulate or inhibit...
When the Presidents mission is 1,000 Nobels a Year in
Medicine Comcast will not sell football + basketball. This is
futuristic, only possible if 4 MD wives have a successful Coup
like the French Revolution!
WAR propaganda! CVS No Cigarettes, Comcast No Football.
War on Cancer + Disease by 4 MD Wives!

PC on Pink Trike moved into Annex with Apple MacBook Pro
and 24/7 MD Wives... working on the Breast Cancer War in
the White House.
9-8-14 "Compartmentalization" won Greg a Nobel yesterday
from the recoils of our George Orwell audience! They had the
same thoughts about the compartmentalization of small
smart cars by our Numb Nuts Dictators! Wow! And Cubans
and the MD Med School Professors moving in next Door.
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9-8-14 GE is "George Orwell" in its Nuke Electric Power Plant
Sales... when H @ -254 C in 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans can
cool and no waste... well we can also reinvent GE...
APPLIANCES!! The acquisition of GE's appliance business by
Swedish-based Electrolux AB represents the end of an era for
the storied, all-American brand. GE is out of Date like the
"Train" and refused to build Futuristic Dual Rail Monorails
Trains the size of Carnival Freedom driving from NY to LA
with no traffic. Gasoline has been out of date since the
invention in 1980 of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. 10 cent
gasoline at Exxon Mobil Shell is what reality should be
today, but GE and its Psychotic Business Friends changed the
world for the worst. This is a war crime... of course.
9-8-14 "Compartmentalization" USA attempts to combat
Islamic State with WAR propaganda... 9/11 II will be
financed by the Saudi Royal Family as the Pentagon gave
Mecca $777 Trillion from $4 Gas and of course there is no
WAR Propaganda on cleaning up the Smog that keeps Saint
Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital working 24/7 from poison
gasoline exhaust as the children grow their cells divide 777
trillion times a day. Atoms of smog cause a mutation the
growth of children. There is NO propaganda on this from the
AMA or New England Journal of Medicine as they sold their
"Soul" with $ Billions in Swiss Banks from BP oil.
9-8-14 Recoils by Cubans on yesterdays
"Compartmentalization" 1 fat... fat... fat... cuban guy with
wife and few kids in front of the Hemingway House Today at
10 am laying in wait. I took his picture will post it on this
web as this CUBAN fat man diet is light years from even the
spanish version of the 52 nearest stars to Earth with no Fat
Aliens, grin. Cardiac Arrest for this fat Cuban and you know
he never read any Hemingways Novels. Yelling and
screaming at Greg in front of Hemingway House is not
exactly Hemingway Writing Classes, this Cuban fat man was
is an good example of low class Cubans in Key West, just
waiting to get arrested... cardiac arrested! Stupid Criminals!
9-8-14 GM Ford Toyota "Cold-Hearted" selling SMALL "Smart
Cars" Numb Nuts 1984 Dictator has no SPINE... MD's have
worked 24/7 for years on all the "Broken Backs" from Kerry,
McCain, Bush and even Carter + wife and Habitat for
Humanity Houses are "Hell" ...wood and termite on the few
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Humanity Houses are "Hell" ...wood and termite on the few
Jimmy Carter built in Key West have Termites.
"Compartmentalization" GM hides defects that kill millions,
"Smart Cars" are "Danger Charters" like the Sail Boat Tours
in Key West. Greg + Wives will start the Sailing Cat with
"Invent + Sail" into "Dangerous iApps for Smart Cars" few are
on the used car lot at Dead and Hell Duncan Ford. God had
no choice but to put Duncan in Hell.
9-8-14 "Compartmentalization" of 1,000 Nobel's in Medicine
every year... 12 a year for Greg + 4 MD Wives! CVS Health does
not sell cigarettes, Comcast 1,000 Nobels in Medicine does
not show Football, Basketball. Futuristic USA... the low class
cubans outside Hemingway House screaming at Greg. I will
not hear them then as my 1984 II Security will be to keep
Greg + MD wives thoughts using 100% of the Frontal Lobe like
the Movie Lucy I saw for the 3rd time at 4 pm yesterday!
Comcast will change it name to "Comcast Hypothalamus" as
the hypothalamus is responsible for certain metabolic
processes and other activities of the autonomic nervous
system. It synthesizes and secretes certain neurohormones,
often called releasing hormones or hypothalamic hormones,
and these in turn stimulate or inhibit the secretion of
pituitary hormones. The hypothalamus controls body
temperature, hunger, important aspects of parenting and
attachment behaviors, thirst,[1] fatigue, sleep, and
circadian rhythms.
9-8-14 "Compartmentalization" is the limiting of access to
information... "The Technology That's Ruining the front page
pictures of the New York Times... "Smart Cars" crashed!
Expanding Data Collection on Violent Deaths driving
"Smart Cars + Small Cars from Ford." The
ElectricWindmillFord Escort will escort you while driving
with state of the arts, Navy Fighter Jet Structure in the "Cab"
of your 2015 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Navy will
give this for free and after the coup Navy will build "Clone"
the Cab of the Navy Fighter Jets to 2015 Model
ElectricWindmillFord's. The website TMZ published video
Monday that shows Rice and his fiancée in an elevator,
where Rice punched her... The explicit video!
WAR propaganda! CVS No Cigarettes, Comcast No Football.
War on Cancer + Disease by 4 MD Wives!
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War on Cancer + Disease by 4 MD Wives!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year! 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat + Apple iApps! Then we Buy Los Alamos in the
Race for the RxCure, put it in the water if it works, Dr.
Nancy!!
9-7-14 President Obama on Sunday doubled down on his
pledge to combat ISIS, telling Americans that he would
outline his strategy to take on the bloodthirsty jihadist group
in a nationally televised speech Wednesday.
9-7-14 Greg + 4 MD Wives will double down work 48/7 instead
of 24/7 and all National Labs Berkeley, Los Alamos, Sandia
will all be Bloodthirsty as the Breast Cancer Cell. Breast
Cancer Cells taste of Blood might combat it enough to slow it
to a little compartment in her breast.
9-7-14 "Compartmentalization" is the limiting of access to
information... "The Technology That's Ruining Baseball" is
Obama and it has "Killed" 40K SWF who died while MD "OJ"
was watching a Basketball game as he had to Obama
wanted a huge turn out for Basketball, while Breast Cancer
women waited for MD "OJ" died waiting. This is a War Crime
+ crime by our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators!
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+ crime by our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators!
9-7-14 Intel limiting access to Xeon 12 Core CPU's, no one
can use a Intel Xeon at any Public library in the USA, it was
planned this way by IBM and Intel to limit what is possible,
which is 1,000 Nobel's in Medicine every year...
9-7-14 "Compartmentalization" is the limiting of access to
information to persons or other entities who need to know it
in order to perform certain tasks.
9-7-14 The concept of "Compartmentalization" originated in
the handling of classified information in military and
intelligence applications.
9-7-14 The basis for compartmentalization was the idea
that, if fewer people know the details of a mission or task, the
risk or likelihood that such information could be
compromised or fall into the hands of the opposition is
decreased. Hence, varying levels of clearance within
organizations exist. Yet, even if someone has the highest
clearance, certain "compartmentalized" information,
identified by codewords referring to particular types of secret
information, may still be restricted to certain operators,
even with a lower overall security clearance. Information
marked this way is said to be codeword–classified.
9-7-14 "Compartmentalization" is the limiting of access to
information Heart-to-Heart Transplants Cheney cut to the
front of the line when 1 Nobel in Medicine he helped to
suppress would have made this unnecessary!
9-7-14 "Compartmentalization" is the limiting of access to
information like the MD's "OJ" ones killed someone last week
and the NY Times knows this but is part of the ruling class
they have "Compartmentalization" "OJ" MD mistakes that let
to the patients death or worst.
9-7-14 iApp for sure here! Compartmentalization is an
unconscious psychological defense mechanism used to avoid
cognitive dissonance, or the mental discomfort and anxiety
caused by a person's having conflicting values, cognitions,
emotions, beliefs, etc. within themselves.
9-7-14 "Compartmentalization" is the limiting of access to
information... MD's + Cuba "Compartmentalization" Long
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information... MD's + Cuba "Compartmentalization" Long
before the word "embargo" dropped a political barrier
between the two islands, Key West's history and blood lines
have been intertwined with the nation of Cuba. For some 150
years.
9-7-14 "Compartmentalization" "Bloodlines" Cuba + Key
West, Yale Key West Medical School will bring Elite MD
Professors to Cubans who smoke + drink. This
"Compartmentalization" as Castro has never read Elite MD
Professors articles in the New England Journal of Medicine.
Castro might have read Harvard Law... as its #1 in the
World, grin! No one is going to stop smoking or drinking just
because Yale Key West Medical School moves in next door!
SWF's who pick "OJ" will be sucker punched and murdered.
Women who wrote the book "How to Spot a Dangerous Man"
quit the 1 Trillion Battered Womens Shelters as all the
women smoked Cuban Cigars and drank and would pick the
same type of "OJ" every decade this is why there will be 2
Trillion Batter Womens Shelters in every city and town in the
USA!
9-7-14 Mandy Miles front page of the Key West Citizen. I
never found a copy of last Sunday's paper to read the rest of
Mandy's anesthesia, she will fair better with the Yale Key West
Med School! This week its Criminal Curiosity seems a new sex
offender moved into the neighborhood last week, Mandy
writes the sex offenders new address along with mug shot
and list of sex crimes not sex diseases is emailed to you if you
sign up for it."Compartmentalization" is the limiting of
access to information...
9-7-14 Mandy Miles front page of the Key West Citizen... needs
to watch the Movie "Farrah, who gave her Anus Cancer?" Sex
Offender moved in next door, Yale grad or Harvard grad
was in the "class" to seek out a "Farrah" or a Mary B... Yale +
Harvard alumni just forget to mention the STD disease as
they are not emailed to the Beautiful women before sex! This
is the registered list that will be with 4 MD wives taking the
place of our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who have Syphilis
on the Brain + Anus Cancer Virus in their Bloodthirsty
goings after the most sort after women! MD women!
9-7-14 Mandy Miles... Yale + Harvard alumni just forget to
mention the STD disease as they are not emailed to the
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mention the STD disease as they are not emailed to the
Beautiful women before sex! This is the Sex Offender
registered list of STD diseases that will be emailed to all with
4 MD wives taking the place of our 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators who have Syphilis on the Brain.
9-7-14 Mandy Miles... This is the Sex Offender registered list
of STD diseases that will be emailed to all with 4 MD wives as
George Orwell II.
9-7-14 "Compartmentalization" How many Saudi Princes
have Syphilis, HIV, STD's, Hepatitis... this will be emailed to
everyone in the USA when 4 MD wives win 12 Nobel's a Year in
Medicine!
9-7-14 "Compartmentalization" is the limiting of access to
information... Sex crimes by Yale Men are $$$ paid off like
Saudi King and Prince pay $ Billions today as with Errol
Flynn, as Robin Hood times payment was millions!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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